
DVR vehicle inspection mirror

Instruction

Model:MCD-V3D

Before using this product, please read the instructions carefully and
properly and kept for future inspection

INSTRUCTION
Thank you for purchasing our products, this product is the latest vehicle
inspection mirror with a DVR function, outer zone SD expansion card slot,
when working, you can also record the whole working process, can also
record the file through the USB interface on the device to save the file to
a computer or other storage media to facilitate a long time to save
data.In addition, the device's display do not only has the general features
of the liquid crystal display, but also a multifunction multimedia player. In
your spare time, you can play multimedia files and browse e-albums and
book.details please following the use of product operation
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INTRODUCTION OF STRUCTION
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INTRODUCTION OF LCD/DVR

一、 Function keys (Figure 2)

二、Basic function and the introduction of Icon
To allow users to quickly master the use of the product, the product

instructions, only highlights the surveillance video recording and video
playback capabilities, other functions, depending on introduction to
learning the use of function keys
1. A music player: Support MP3/WMA/AMR/ACC/FLAC/AP
2. Video display: Support RM/RMVB/3GP/MP4/FLV/AVI/ASF
3. Picture browsing Support JPEG format pictures, Full screen display,

thumbnail display, slide show.
4. E-book: You can read TXT text.
5. Audio: microphone recording.
6. Shooting
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7. Video output
8. Surveillance video: This function will explain the details on the

operating instructions.
9. Games and calendar functions
10. System Setup Function
11. Function with a SD expansion slot

figure三

OPERATION INTRODUCTIONS
一．Device Attachment

First , remove the parts from the box, according to description of product
structure (Figure 2) to connect the equipment, turn on the power switch
of the host box, and then specific operations displayed on the DVR.

二．Monitor operation introduction
1、Long press the power button on on the screen last three seconds
to boot, under the boot state, long press the power button is off screen,
to withdraw from the Actions menu, press the ESC key.
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2、Press the key of VOL + or VOL- key to move the highlight icon to the
surveillance video recording icon, press to enter the function of
the menu.

3、Into the TV recording feature, video signal will be displayed on the
screen from the camera, this time in the upper left corner of the
screen will appear a circle logo and the sign of 00:00:00 - 0% that
showing the camera is at the status of real-time monitoring,At this
point press function key “M” can set record mode, with and
/ /VOL + and VOL- keys can set the video preferences. There
are three set mode: input mode, resolution settings and definition
quality setting. you can generally use the system default, when set
up and press “ESC” key to return to recording standby.If you want
to record the monitored image, then press , the circle mark will
turn from green to red, then this time it has entered the record state,
the original 00:00:00 - 0% signs started to show recording time and
memory space progress.

4、After recording press to record the document by the file
name TVRECxxx.MP4 saved in the RECORD folder. When finished,
press the ESC key to return to the main menu interface.

5、Play recorded video:
After opening screen, enter the main menu, use the VOL + / VOL-
keys to move the cursor to the video player icon, press buttons
to enter the function menu, the RECORD folder appears on the
screen, press to enter the folder and use and to choose
video files you want to play, press to play . The first recorded
document will appear in the top row of the screen, the final
recording documents showing the end of lines in the most
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BATTERY

一、 HOST BOX CHARGE
When the screen images distorted or no images and the indicator behind
the host box is not extinguished, you should charge the host box. Using the
13.8V/1000mA charger to change the Host Box, at the process,at first it is
red,when full, it is green

二、 LCD/DVR CHARGE
When appears the low-voltage logo on the screen or automatic shutdown,
you need to use the 5V/1A of small charger to charge the DVR.Charging
time is normally 4-8 hours, preferably not more than 8 hours, or DVR's
Built-in battery life will be affected. In the process of charging, DVR the will
be a small indicator light is red on the lower right corner of DVR , green
when it is full.

PACKAGE LIST
One Camera

One Host Box（with Aluminum）

One DVR /LCD

Two Charger （13.8V/1000mA、5V/1A）
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SPECIFICATION
一、CAMERA：

Resolution: 1 / 3 inch
chip: 420 line Sharp CCD
Power Supply: DC12V
automatic infrared night vision function

二、LCD/DVR
Screen size: 4 inches
Resolution: 480 * 320 * RGB
Power supply: Built-in 3.7V rechargeable battery
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